[Adult psychiatric aspects of Niemann-Pick disease].
Niemann-Pick disease (NPD) is a group of distinct rare disorders (i.e. NPD-A; NPD-B; NPD-C) - with autosomal recessive inheritance pattern - within the class of the inborn disorders of the sphingolipid metabolism (called sphingolipidoses). Since patients with NPD-A do not survive into adulthood and most patients with NPD-B are free from neuropsychiatric symptoms we discuss only briefly type-A and -B NPD and mainly constrict our review discussing the neuropsychiatric symptoms along with the pathomechanism and the treatment of NPD-C. NPD-C is clinically heterogeneous, with notable variations in age at onset, course and symptoms. Along with systemic signs, neurologic and psychiatric symptoms are quite frequent in NPD-C and in its adult form sometimes psychiatric symptoms are the first ones appearing. Unfortunately, the majority of clinicans (including adult psychiatrists and neurologists) are not aware of the symptom group characteristic to NPD-C so patients with this disorder are frequently misdiagnosed in the clinical practice. Since neuropsychiatric manifestations of NPD-C may be treated with a substrate reduction agent (miglustat) with greater awareness of the identification of neuropsychiatric symptoms in due course is the prerequisite of proper and early diagnosis and treatment.